Crestron touch screens
or consumer tablets?
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Consumer tablets are
not interchangeable with
Crestron TSW touch
screens. Here’s why:

CONNECTIVITY
Unlike consumer tablets, which rely on unreliable Wi-Fi® connectivity, TSW touch screens employ a
simple, rock-solid Ethernet connection, which contains data and power. One wire, no worries.

POWER
If you use tablets, you know all too well that keeping them charged is always in the back of your mind.
(And did you know that overcharging could actually be dangerous?) TSW touch screens use PoE (Power
over Ethernet) technology, so charging is never a concern. All operating power comes right through the
network cable allowing for centralized power management.

SETUP AND DEPLOYMENT
Consumer tablets have to be configured, deployed, and updated one-by-one. It’s a tedious, timeconsuming task, especially when you have a lot of them. Got a web browser? It’s all you need to easily
deploy and manage thousands of TSW touch screens anywhere in the world.

DEDICATED VS. MULTI-PURPOSE
Consumer tablets are multi-purpose mobile devices vulnerable to theft – or, at the very least, people
wandering off with them. Then they have to be tracked down – a big hassle, especially when you need
it to start a meeting. Conversely, TSW touch screens are enterprise-grade devices designed for room
control and management. They securely mount to a wall or conference table, so you don’t have worry
about them disappearing.

SECURITY
It’s impossible to overstate the importance of security these days. Unlike consumer tablets, TSW touch
screens use enterprise-grade security features that protect your mission-critical networks.

WARRANTY
TSW touch screens are backed by a comprehensive 3-year standard warranty. The typical warranty
period for consumer tablets is just 1-year.
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